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Lindera melissifolia (Pondberry) with fruit – a rare female plant!  
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INTRODUCTION and Methods 
Site occurrences for two federally endangered species – Schwalbea americana [American 
chaffseed] and Lindera melissifolia [Pondberry] –  and one federally threatened species – 
Oxypolis canbyi [Canby’s dropwort] – were surveyed on the Francis Marion National Forest 
during the period May 28 - October 31, 2020. Jeff Glitzenstein was hired to help with 
monitoring American chaffseed and Canby’s dropwort, most of which was surveyed between 
May 28 and May 30. Bob Dellinger was also helpful at one American chaffseed site along 
Witherbee Road. Pondberry was surveyed during the period September 19-October 31. The 
start point for this work is based on surveys conducted during 2015-2019 for the 3 species: 
 

1) American chaffseed – 6 populations, 34 site occurrences and approximately 1,202 
plants from 2016-2019; 

2) Pondberry – 6 populations, 69 site occurrences and approximately 31,517 stems in 
2016; 

3) Canby’s dropwort – 3 populations, approximately 35 plants and 3 site occurrences 
in 2015-2016. 

 
Specific objectives of the monitoring include 1) search all site element occurrences, 2) update 
mapped digital occurrences as needed, 3) update required site occurrence attribute 
information and 4) submit a report and an updated digital database. Prior to surveying, I 
created maps from the existing spatial database using Arc/GIS.  I downloaded all previously 
known points and polygons to a Garmin Oregon GPS device. I used the GPS to record all tracks 
and GPS points, creating tracks/polygons for larger occurrences. I recorded field notes for each 
observation noting the time of any significant observation, tally etc. I also took photographs at 
each site. All observations/measurements/photos/gps data have a ‘time stamp’ so that back in 
the office, I can link these together to provide better information for each occurrence. In 
certain situations, I will modify a previous polygon shape when needed to capture adjacent 
areas of plants that were not included when last recorded. There are also instances where a 
range of polygons and/or points are relatively close together or have ‘grown’ closer together 
such that  a single polygon better represents a given group/combination of points and 
polygons. Part of the challenge of conducting surveys/updating databases is to sort out what is 
the latest full representation of plants on the ground and, at the same time, retain the record of 
older occurrences. The main goal is to capture what is present and to do so as accurately as 
possible and to create or modify a spatial database that includes all the requirements AND is 
clear and useful to the next individual that is surveying these populations. Deliverables include 
this report and associated tables and maps as well as select images and shapefiles. 
 



Most plant counts were direct counts of each plant – not estimates. When estimates were 
made, I either 1) counted individual plants for the first 300-500 plants and then used careful 
estimation thereafter, OR 2) used a 10 % sample by laying out transects with tapes and 
randomly sampling 1m2 quadrats. 
 
RESULTS 
Detailed results of this survey are documented in Arc/GIS shapefiles for points and polygons. 
Appendix 1 includes several of the fields from these shapefiles for each occurrence. Appendix 
2(a,b,c) includes a series of maps capturing all populations by species. Below, results are 
summarized for each species by population.  
 
Schwalbea americana 
American chaffseed plants (genets) were found in 6 of 8 populations (table 1) (Appendix 2a). 
The 2 populations that did not have plants – SC 402 and SC 41 – have not had plants since 2004. 
The gps point for the SC 41 population was updated to reflect its location more accurately: The 
actual location is between the two “Do not Mow” signs on the east edge of SC 41 based on 
Glitzenstein’s familiarity with the site. The former point was over 0.1 mi north of the “Do not 
Mow” signs.  
 
Table 1. Schwalbea americana number of plants by population. 

Population         # of Genets 

SC402 Historical 0 

Highway 41 0 

Ballfield  17 

French Quarter Ck Rd 6 

Harleston Dam 3 

Lethcoe Rd 10 

Halfway Creek Rd 758 

Witherbee 40 

Total 834  
 
When compared to prior surveys (2015,2016 & 2019), there were relatively small to moderate 
declines in numbers of plants in 2020 for five of the six populations that had plants: Ballfield, 
French Quarter, Lethcoe Rd, Harleston Dam and Halfway Creek Rd. The Witherbee Road 
population, however, declined dramatically from 223 plants in 2016 to 40 plants in this survey. 
This is primarily due to a roadside herbicide application by a county road maintenance crew, 
who apparently did not read the road signs. There were only a few survivors (at least 
temporarily) within the road edge spray zone (see figures 1-3). In addition to the herbicide 
application, other threats include hog activity and, in a few occurrences, heavy litter 
accumulation.  
 
The ‘Halfway Creek Road’ population accounts for 91% of the total number of plants of all 
American chaffseed populations. The 758 plants counted was the 2nd highest amount counted 
in 21 years (Robin Mackie’s monitoring trends data), with the highest amount, 920 plants, 



counted in 2016. With the loss of most of the plants to herbicide at the Witherbee Rd 
population, that leaves 5 of the 6 populations somewhat vulnerable.  
 
Figure 1. One of the few American Chaffseed survivors along the road edge 

 
Figure 2. Schwalbea americana flowering in late May, 2020 

 
 



Figure 3. Schwalbea americana site on Witherbee Rd – showing herbicide impacts. 

 
 
Lindera melissifolia 
Pondberry plants (ramets) were found in all 6 populations ranging from 33 plants at French 
Quarter Ck Rd to over 38,000 plants in the large population complex along Hwy 41 
(SC41)/Hoover Rd/Brickchurch Rd (Table 2)(Appendix 2b).  The total number of plants in 2020 -  
45,639 - exceed the 20,460 stems (Glitzenstein) from 2015/2016, but slightly less than the 
48,564 plants estimated in 2004 (Glitzenstein and Streng). The Honeyhill Limesink population of 
3291 plants in 2020 exceeded each of the 3 prior measurements between 2004 and 2015. Ten 
of the 17 occurences that make up this population had plants, and 3 had over 100 plants: 2556 
plants at the SCNPS site, almost 500 plants at the smokejumper patch, and 161 plants just west 
of the smokejumper patch – all of which are east of the Forest Service road, north of cemetary 
road. The most commont threats within this population are woody encroachment, too much 
shade in some sites and, for a few sites, lack of fire and possibly hog damage.  Number of plants 
at French Quarter Ck Rd declined slightly from previous surveys. Lobloly pine, Gallberry and 
Sweetgum may be adversely impacting this population.  
 
 
 
 



Table 2. Lindera melissifolia - number of plants by population. 

Population  # of Ramets 

Honey Hill Limesinks 3291 

French Quarter Ck Rd 33 

Hwy 41/HooverRd/Brickchurch 38685 

Conifer Rd/HalfwayCkRd 2993 

Echaw Bay@Battery Warren 151 

Whiddon Bay 486 

Total 45639 

 
Male and female plants were planted in the Echaw Bay in 2010 (Danny Gustafson) and by 2015 
there were an estimated 350 plants in two ‘colonies’, which exceeds the 151 plants counted in 
this 2020 survey. Threats to this population include woody plants, especially sweetgum 
saplings, and what appears to be hog activity. More plants were found at Whiddon Bay in 2020 
than in the 2017 survey but were less than earlier surveys. Most of the Pondberry were on land 
versus in the water, and several were growing among dense shrubs where they were mostly 
small and hard to see. Plants were generally smaller here and most of the larger plants were 
the ones that had successfully pierced through the mid to lower shrub canopy. The biggest 
threat appears to be woody shrub encroachment, especially Lyonia lucida.  
 
Almost 3000 plants were counted at the Conifer Rd population in 2020 which was far less than 
the estimated 9778 stems that Glitzenstein counted in 2015 and 2017 (all the counts were done 
in 2017 except the plants north of Conifer Rd which were counted in 2015). Prior to the 
2015/2017 surveys, the highest number surveryed was just over 2000 stems.  After comparing 
2020 results to Glitzensteins 2015/2017 surveys I noticed that 3 of 4 groups of occurrences 
within the population had much higher numbers than what I found in 2020. Those groups 
included occurrences 1) north of conifer Road, 2) the large sub-population on the western edge 
of the Utility ROW and 3) the most southern group of plants between the Utility ROW and 
Halfway Creek Rd.  Only the central group of occurrences surveyed were similar to previous 
survey numbers. Given the heavy rainfall this season, some ponds were heavily flooded, which 
may have impacted plants. In the ponds north of Conifer road, what plants were present were 
often close to tree trunks which often is slightly more shallow – this is something I saw in 
several deeper flooded ponds. Other threats include woody vegetation encroachment and 
hogs. Some previous comments suggested fire may have been too frequent in some areas of 
this population.  
 
The large population scattered along SC 41, Brickchurch Rd and Hoover Rd has some very 
impressive subpopulations. The population just south of where FS189a intersects Brickchurch 
Rd, is a large, dense population that is surrounded by woody vegetation but is completely in the 
open (Figure 4). Just under 20,000 plants were estimated from a 10% sub-sample along 
transects. The dominant understory included tall sedges and grasses with occasional woody 
shrubs disbursed, and a few, very dense and sizable Smilax patches. A somewhat similar sub-
population just south of Hoover Road was estimated similarly through a 10% sample and had 
just under 11,000 plants. Both of these sites had large sections of relativety flat areas that had 
some standing water, relatively high plant density but not as much variation in water depth as 



is the case with most other occurrences. Variation in depth does vary on the edges of the flat 
areas where plants were less dense.  
 
   Figure 4.  Brickchurch189a, one of the largest Pondberry occurrences. 

    
 
Other noteworthy subpopulations include 3 occurences in which I observed 4 female plants 
with fruit (figure 5). They occur in the two ‘ponds’ just NE of the intersection of SC41 and 
Hoover Rd (see map in Appendix 2b). In the pond closest to the intersection, there is one 
occurrence with a fruiting plant on the SW side of the pond – you can see the image of that 
plant on the title page of this report. In the pond more distant to the NE are 2 fruiting plants on 
the NE side and 1 fruiting plant on the SE side of the pond. Images of the fruiting plants are 
shown in figure 5. Also, to the west of the more distant pond, is a new small patch occurrence 
(site ID: SC-7157_27), 50 m west of the next nearest polygon.  
 
Most of the Lindera melissifolia populations are in fair to good condition in terms of numbers of 
plants per population with the exception of those with smaller numbers. Some individual 
occurrences, however, have only a few plants or none at all. Some of those occurences with 0 
plants may have had plants but given the depth or water in the ponds this year, some of those 
may not have been visible or may have died back. In the latter case, the root stocks and stolons 
may persist so we may see them again under different conditions. 
 
   



Figure 5.  Fruiting pondberry #2 (top image) & #3 and # 4 below 

     

    
 
 
 
 
Oxypolis canbyi 
No plants were found at the three occurrence sites for Canby’s Dropwort, each representing a 
population (see maps in Appendix 2c). Jeff Glitzenstein and I visited 2 of the 3 sites in late May -  
the ‘Joel site replanted by Glitzenstein’ (figure 6) and  ‘Echaw new dropwort’, the former being 
the only site with known plants that Jeff had planted. Water levels in the depression pond was 
relatively deep and there was no sign of plants nor the tall flags that Jeff had used the last time 



he surveyed it. There was evidence of hog activity as well. Jeff did a thorough search at the 
Tibwin Bay site in early October without success in finding plants. Habitat at this site after a few 
recent fires has improved. Rare associates include Rhexia aristosa (mostly in the open section 
with Aristida palustris) and Rhynchospora harperi.  
 
Figure 6. Oxypolis canbyi site: SC-9556_0169 ‘Joel site replanted by Glitzenstein’ 

 
 
Conclusions/Reflections 
The management of these federally listed species is incredibly challenging. Species are rare for 
a reason and to prescribe the right kind of management at the right time is complex. The 
variables affecting survival and expansion are infinite, especially given the subtle and not so 
subtle differences in habitat for each of these species, creating the ‘right’ light conditions 
through manual removal or fire, unpredictable weather patterns, the challenge of prescribing 
the ‘right’ fire frequency, severity and intensity…  Then there are events that can’t be predicted 
or stopped – like the herbicide application along Witherbee Rd – what a setback for the 
population that had declined somewhat over time but was still holding on with over 200 plants. 
Having visited the broad range of habitats for occurrences of these 3 species, I come away with 
a great appreciation for the management that has been done and the successes that we see 
with several of the Pondberry and American Chaffseed populations as well as the variety of 
efforts to sustain Canby’s dropwort. There are always areas that need more management,  



from chainsaw felling of woody competition, or even hand pruning shrub and sapling 
competition and of course, getting the right burn at the right frequency. What I learned when 
working with Echinacea laevigata for 4 or 5  years on the Andrew Pickens district is that our 
presence on the site will make a difference, whether its observing, using ‘boot scarification’ or 
cranking up the chainsaw and felling larger woody competition. It is my hope that these survey 
results will be useful in the efforts to sustain and expand these populations.    



Appendix 1. Summary of all occurrences and populations for each species: Pondberry, Canby's dropwort and American chaffseed

Lindera melissifolia  Occurrence and Population Summary

Pondberry population 1: SC41-Hoover Rd-Brickchurch  Rd

Pt OR 

Poly SITE_ID SITE_NAME

EO  

NUMBER EO_DATE

Plant 

Code      

# 

Plants

PLANT 

ESTIMATE GENERAL COMMENT POPULATION HABITAT DESCRIPTION THREAT COMMMENT

poly SC-7157_21 hiway 41 south SC-7157 2020-09-19 LIME7 1500 Y

Started out counting individuals & after 

500 plants, I started careful estimation

Most plants < 1m; NOTE:Glitzenstein found this 

site in 2005, created a point in the general area, 

100m west of plants;returned in 2015 & created 

accurate polygon. .

occupies shallow section of large depression 

under cypress woody encroachment

poly SC-7157_7 SC41 south Plants west SC-7157 2020-09-19 LIME7 622 N No plants fruiting, up to 1 m

depression pond surrounded by pines including 

P.serotina; young Pond Cypress, rel dense 

understory grasses, ferns shrubs-Ilex, clethra, Understory woody veg,hogs

Pt _0032

Hwy 41S  [old pt.,replaced w/ 

poly] SC-7157 2020-09-19 LIME7 0

After finding no plants, I later learned that this 

was the initial record of a new subpopulation 

found by Glitzenstein in 2005; the gps point was 

350 ft west of occurence. He returned in 2015, 

creating polygon id SC-7157-21.  

Pt SC-6424 hooverchaff SC41S SC-6424 2020-09-19 LIME7 0   pocosin  

poly SC-4652_2 brickchurch3 SC-4652 2020-09-20 LIME7 0

This polygon can be deleted from 

database: From Glitzenstein, "GPS'd 

area incorrect.  re-digitized based on 

habitat description using lidar hillshade.  

should be remapped in field" See 

population note.

In 2020,I expanded the polygon for adjacent 

Brickchurch West, counting over 3000 plants, so 

perhaps that expanded area was what Glitzenstein 

called Brickchurch 3?

Pt SC-2962_0148

FS-6309/cpt 114 std 15 [S  of 

Brickchurch] SC-2962 2020-09-20 LIME7 36 N

Good size plants,some>1m; incidental find 2012 

polygon 0112 19plants ;2015 pt 148 16plants edge cypress depression

Pt SC-4652 brickchurch2 SC-4652 2020-09-20 LIME7 0   

site has 2 big ruts from an extra-wide tractor, 

with standing water; otherwise not much water 

standing and dense low woody& herbaceous 

vegetation  

poly SC-9539BrkCh189a brickchurch189a SC-9539 2020-10-31 LIME7 19842 Y

11.9 % subsample ( 94 1m2 guadrats) of 

total sample area of polygon=788 m2; 

25.18 plants per m2

NIce large patch of healthy, relatively tall plants w/ 

some areas of very dense smilax, areas of greater 

water depth associated with less plants & fewer 

plants on woody edges. 

somewhat Less deep than other large 

population sites but includes areas with water 

so deep (near metal monument) that no plants 

in that section in center western part of  

polygon. Wide open canopy with potential for 

woody encroachment on edges

Woody encroachment; dense 

smilax will not eliminate but will 

reduce numbers; fire will reset.  

poly

SC-

9539_C0114_LIME7_1 brickchurch west SC-9539 2020-09-20 LIME7 3282 Y

  First 1300 plants counted carefully; 

thereafter carefully estimated

several in the 50-100 cm; some > 1m; no fruiting 

specimens

shallow depression w/ moderately high water; 

large dense plants; moderately open canonopy, 

low woody competition w/ exceptions

woody encroachent, sweetgums 

others

poly SC-7157_18 hooverne1b SC-7157 2020-09-20 LIME7 342 N Precise count; Found female plant with fruit

dense Ilex glabra, Lyonia, Clethra along with 

Loblolly and Sweetgum in patches. tree shrub competition

poly SC-7157_8 hooverne1d SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 42 N Precise count

woody competition Loblolly and 

Sweetgum, Lyonia and other 

shrubs

poly SC-7157_12 hooverse1 SC-9533 2020-09-21 LIME7 176 N precise count 

Moderately open on edge of cypress pond w/ 

Andropogon cretaceus & Xyris 

fimbriata+Rhynchospora

woody shrub competition  -

Lyonia, Ilex..

poly SC-7157_10 hooverne2a SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 135 N precise count 

Plants generally on the smaller end with some > 

0.5 m; More plants growing on moist soil or 

shallow water w/ dense grasses (Dichanthelium 

sp,,Andropogon sp.):Less grow in deeper water 

areas.

IN addition to grass dominated areas on land & 

pond shallow edge, also areas w/ Lyonia, Ilex 

and vaccinium. Had a sense that deeper water 

levels may have reduced number of plants, 

given the decline of 334 plants 2017& 135 in 

2020.

Vegetation competion, deeper 

water levels this year, overstory 

shade

poly SC-7157_22 hooversouthjoelsite SC-9533 2020-10-03 LIME7 10840 Y

10% subsample (45 1m2 quadrats) of 

total sample area of polygon=450m2; 

24.08 plants per m2

Many plants in50-100cm + some >100; large area 

of consistent moderate to high density of plants 

Plus scattered less dense areas on the fringes 

other dense vegetation.

 Open canopy conditions except on perimeter 

of this large patch.  



Pt OR 

Poly SITE_ID SITE_NAME

EO  

NUMBER EO_DATE

Plant 

Code      

# 

Plants

PLANT 

ESTIMATE GENERAL COMMENT POPULATION HABITAT DESCRIPTION THREAT COMMMENT

poly SC-9533_0164_LIME7 hooverjeffnew2015 SC-9533 2020-09-21 LIME7 534 Y

combo of precise count and careful 

estimate

Population seems to be thriving, water level 

seems less than some others ponds.

Nice open site,fairly recent fire, cypress & 

pines killed, scattered sedges,ferns, Persea 

borbonia,Ilex glabra, Lyonia.  

poly SC-7157_23 hoover northeast 1d&1c SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 164 N

precise count; Created new polygon from 

2 polys created in 2017 because they 

were only seperated by 2.5m: hoover ne 

1d and 1c 164 plants - no fruit

poly SC-7157_9 hooverne1e SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 36 N

Precise count; Polygon includes replaces 

pts from Robin M. & Jeff G. 

No fruiting; near center of poly is a tall metal pin; 

several patches within polygon, at pin, NNE of pin, 

East, S-SE of pin, and west from bay edge to 

moderatly deep water.

Moderately open canopy; w/ surrounding pine 

and PondCypress,MIx of tall 'sedge' w/ 

ferns;pond ecotone

poly SC-7157_26p hooverne2j SC-7157 2020-10-03 LIME7 164 N Precise count

scattered patches from above/below land/water 

edge to deeper H20; comprises Glitzensteins 

hooverne2f &hooverne2j sites preceeded by 

Mackies SC-7157_2

relatively dense overstory of Pine, Pond 

Cypress, Sweetgum & water oak etc. Too much canopy cover

poly SC-7157_5 hooverne2h SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 46 N Precise count

Plants generally small; Plants scattered from near 

edge of pond to areas around metal monuments 

further out (+ 1outlier 5 m above waters edge in 

deep pine litter).

dense pond cypress & pine with a dense 

understory of Rhynchospora corniculata, Carex 

(striata?); 

Understory competion and too 

much Tree density/cover; not 

enough fire

poly SC-7157_6 hooverne2g SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 491 Y

Mostly precise count with occasional 

estimate

HIgh quality site w/ several plants > 1m; TWO 

FEMALE plants within 4 m of each other with 

FRUIT; total of 3 fruit. 

Better quality habitat than the 2 polygons East 

of this one; Agalinis linifolia and Anchistea 

(=Woodwardia) virginica Woody encroachment

poly SC-7157_25 hooverne2e&f SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 89 N

Precise count; This POLYGON 

REPLACES point C0111LM7_2 (16 

plants) & point LM7157_25 (73 plants)

Moderate quality plants; small patches distributed 

broadly

Tree cover (mostly pines w/ some hwds) is high 

but patchy; Pond cypress is present in deeper 

water where LIME7 occurs in low numbers, 

often around trees;narrow areas of openness 

flanked by dense shrub and Grass/Sedges/VA 

chain fern etc.

Woody competition; high 

density of trees

poly SC-7157_24 hooverne2c&d SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 251 Y

Combo of precise count and careful 

estimation; This polygon REPLACES 

points LM7157_24 & LM7157_20

Scattered plants with many above 0.5m and some 

> 1m; FOUND FRUITS (3) on 1 plant well away 

from the 2 previous points that make up this 

polygon.

Cover of pines and hardwoods including Pond 

Cypress is high overall; plants are more dense 

in shallower water but also grow 1 or a few 

plants around cypress in deeper water. 

too much tree cover in some 

areas

poly SC-7157_27 hooverne2k SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 6 N

New find, 40 m W of LM7157_10 

polygon

6 plants scattered in shallow to slightly deeper 

areas under Pines, Oak & Sweetgum, 

Magnolia, with Virginia chain fern, Ilex and 

Lyonia

Woody encroachment , shading, 

not enough fire?

Pt _0033 Hoover Road SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 0 Pond cypress edge

Pt SC-7157_13 hoover southeast b SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 28 N precise count 2 patches of plants, 7apart

 pocosin edge of cypress with woody 

encroachment with 2 small patches both it  

channel depressions, surrounded by woody 

veg; water level lower here than most other 

sites;  woody shrubs/trees

Pt SC-7157_4 hoover northeast 1f SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 0

Perhaps replaced by 2017 polygon? Based on 

gps, this 2015 pt is ~7 m E of the 2020 polygon 

with ID 7157_16 both surveyed by Glitzenstein in 

2015 (pt) & 2017 (poly) respectively.   

Pt SC-7157_16 hoover northeast 1h SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 0  

Not ideal habitat - has deeper water than 

nearby polygon - this 2015 pt possibly replaced 

by 2017 Polygon 7157_8? - 15 m SE from 

Polygon.  

Pt SC-7157_17 hooverne1a SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 37 N precise co

plants in 4 x 11 m area with only 11m separating  

this & adjacent polygon 7157_17

along edge of cypress depression with Ilex 

glabra on edge, Clethra &Lyonia

loblolly & Sweetgum plus 

Lyonia,Clethra

Pt SC-7157_11 hooverne2 SC-7157 2020-10-04 LIME7 13 N precise count Most under 50 cm

Moderately open canopy; with ~youngish Pond 

cyperss, Oak , Sweetgum with Virginia Chain 

Fern, Andropogon cretaceus, other grasses  

Pt C0111_LIME7_4 HooverSE3 SC-7157 2020-09-21 LIME7 9 N Precise count all plants <1m2 depression pond transition  

   Pondberry population: SC41-Hoover Rd-Brickchurch Rd TOTAL# OF PLANTS 38685

Pondberry population 2: Conifer Rd/Halfway Ck Rd

poly SC-7893_0173 conifer-row SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 824 Y

combo of precise count and careful 

estimate

Based on previous survey, population has 

declined significantly

Water level moderatly high w/ scattered 

patches of plants; woody encroachment on the 

edges, sweetgum, Lyonia, Clethra etc.

Woody encroachment;ROW 

management-herbicide?; off trail 

use; lack of fire



Pt OR 

Poly SITE_ID SITE_NAME

EO  

NUMBER EO_DATE

Plant 

Code      

# 

Plants

PLANT 

ESTIMATE GENERAL COMMENT POPULATION HABITAT DESCRIPTION THREAT COMMMENT

poly

SC-

7893_0181_LIME7_1 coniferoutsiderow SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 324 Y

combo of precise count and careful 

estimate

Based on previous survey, population has 

declined significantly

Water level moderatly high , dense Lyonia, 

Clethra, Ilex plus dense tree canopy cover 

(pines..) many areas impenetrable; deep 

sections Lack of fire and woody control; 

poly SC-7893_7 conifersouth2cbigpatch SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 832 Y

based on 10% sample of total area of 

polygon, under deep water conditions in 

places which reduces accuracy

plants present but somewhat sparse probably due 

to deep water or prior disturbance?; some in 

shallow edges but others deep, some too deep to 

ID

Mostly Cypress/other hardwoods and some 

pine canopy; high water; There was also a 

significant amount of Utricularia spp.

Shading and flooding, possible 

hog damage or grazing?

poly SC-7893_5 conifersouth2b SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 51 N precise count 51 plants from shallow to deep water

Pine dominates canopy, understory from 

relatively open with some grasses/sedges to 

dense Lyonia, young cypress,young 

hardwoods, other spp

Woody competion below and 

above

poly SC-7893_3 conifersouth1a SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 495 Y

Combo of precise count&careful 

estimate: THIS POLYGON replaces point 

7893_3 & polygon 7893_155

Small groups of plants as well as larger patches, 

some of which had moderatly large plants 

(between .5 and 1.0m and some >1m

Pond cypress w/ pine, other hwds; dense 

understory of Ilex, Lyonia, Clethra &more; Used 

pruners to reduce woody competion

Dense woody encroachment & 

not enough fire

poly SC-7893_0156_LIME7 conifersouth1b SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 206 Y

Precise count;  THIS POLYGON 

REPLACES point 7893_0156 some plants exceeding 1m

Partial canopy opening; dense woody 

understory vegetation

Dense woody encroachment & 

not enough fire

poly SC-7893_4 conifersouth1c SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 186 N

Precise count;  THIS POLYGON 

REPLACES polygon 7893_0157 & point 

7893_4 some plants exceeding 1m

Canopy dominated by hardwoods,a little pine w/ 

dense understory of Ilex, Lyonia lucida, Clethra; 

Pruned woody veg

Dense woody encroachment & 

not enough fire

Pt SC-7893_1 conifer1 SC-7893 2020-10-01 LIME7 63 N Precise count  shrubby upper edge bay too frequent fire

Pt SC-7893_2 conifer2 SC-7893 2020-10-01 LIME7 9 N Precise count

5 locations of plants; water deep; some 

underwater but can see bottom in most places and 

not seeing plants.

open cypress depression, water moderately 

deep; earlier records suggest too frequent fire

Pt C0175_LIME7_1 TES Savanna Project SC-7157 2020-10-01 LIME7 0 No plants seen;

Dense grass/Sedges, deep with mostly 

pines,pond cypress Power line

Pt 0146_LIME7 conifersouth1d SC-7893 2020-10-01 LIME7 0 No plants found

Blue flag in Sweetgum; Lots of Sweetgum, 

Clethra, Lyonia, Ilex etc.; knee deep; no sign of 

stems, plants and water is clear enough to see 

deep.

dense woody surrounding small 

pockets of openness

Pt 0159_LIME7 conifersouth1e SC-7893 2020-10-01 LIME7 0 No plants found  dense woody veg encroachment

Pt SC-7893_6 conifersouth2a SC-7893 2020-10-02 LIME7 3 N precise count 3 plants, 1 of which is underwater Water is deep ?

Pondberry population: Conifer Rd/Halfway Ck Rd TOTAL# OF PLANTS 2993

Pondberry population 3: Echaw Rd at Battery Warren

poly SC-7158_1 echaw road at battery warren1 SC-7158 2020-11-05 LIME7 41 N/Y

26 plants counted precisely on land and 

moderately shallow water, & 15 were 

estimated from 2 groups of plants under 

the surface in deep water. 

most plants < 0.5m but some that were in water 

including those in deep water were >0.5m

edge of large open pond under cypress; above 

water line plants were among Cyrpess 

seedlings;canopy is pond cypress, 

Nyssa,Pine,andRed Maple;understory 

competition sweetgum&Redbay;Otherwise tall 

Andropogon cretaceus

woody competition & possibly 

hogs

poly SC-7158 echaw road at battery warren2 SC-7158 2020-11-05 LIME7 110 N

Precise count; Expanded polygon 

boundary to include all plants

Several plants above water edge (25%?) but most 

in standing water; Several plants>0.5m (mostly in 

water) & a few > 1 m; 

Moderately dense canopy/shade from cypress 

deeper in pond & pines/oaks on land edge w/ 

significant amt of sapling sweetgums, plus 

Andropogon spp.

woody competition especially 

sapling sweetgums & possibly 

hogs

Pondberry population:Echaw Rd at Battery Warren   TOTAL# OF PLANTS 151

Pondberry population 4: French Quarter Creek Rd (1 occurrence)

Pt SC-119_1 french quarter creek SC-7893 2020-10-04 LIME7 33 N precise count planted by richard porcher

loblolly gallberry sweetgum 

encroaching into bay

Pondberry population 5: Honeyhill Limesinks

poly SC-684_13 honey hill14 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 161 N precise count

several plants were submerged but most were 

countable;max ht of H2O was 75cm

Redbay, Sweetgum [need to kill];Loblolly, 

PondCypress shade, laurel wilt

poly SC-684_15 scnps patch SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 2556 Y Careful estimation

1 large dense patch & several smaller patches; 

good percentage of large plants (several >50cm  & 

>100cm- larger than at most sites

Habitat somewhat variable from moderately 

open to shady w/ more dense woodys; Lots of 

PondCypress/largePines+redbay,Myricaonedg

e, Sweetgum, Live Oak shade
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poly SC-684_12 smokejumper patch SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 497 Y combo precise count+careful estimation; 

Water depth up to 70 cm so may have missed 

some plants

PLants only counted in the Western part of the 

poly since eastern section is within 

honeyhillWestSide1 & the latter was counted 

throughout rectangular poly Woody competition/shade

poly SC-684_14 honey hill west side 1 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 35 N Precise count; high water in pond 

Rel deep water, Pond Cypress; Pond edge 

cover of Ilex opaca, Persea borbonia and 

Loblolly; more plants growing above edge of 

pond than other sites

too much shade / 

competitio/deep water

Pt SC-8824 Honeyhill historic SC-8824 2020-09-28 LIME7 0  

(Surveyor from state data: R.D. 

Porcher.) (Pre-migration info::  Data 

source: 23 - Provided by SCDNR - 

Heritage Trust Program as shapefile on 

10/14/2010  - Created/Revised: 

1/6/2010) Historical population from 1979; no plants found

Located on the edge of the sinkhole above the 

grass zone.  

Pt SC-684_5 honey hill8 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 0  small historic population slope above cypress depression  

Pt SC-684_7 honey hill10 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 0  Shaded condition Shade

Pt SC-684_8 honey hill11 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 0 Dense canopy cover Shade and competition

Pt SC-684_1 north west 1 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 0

No plants found -but did find blue flag w ID pin, 

SCNPS0823   

Pt SC-684_3 Honeyhill West684_3 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 0 No plants found

Water deep, no plants seen at 684_3 but 

684_3 and 684_4 are close together. found 1 

plant at 684_4 which appears closer to 

pin/metal stake than is 684_3 Deep water

Pt SC-684_2 Honeyhill West684_2 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 0 No plants found Deeper water here  

Pt SC-684_4 Honeyhill West684_4 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 1 N

recorded gps point for pin/metal stake 

closer to 684_4 and 864_3

1 plant found <1m from metal pin/stake in 20cm of 

water single plant under water near metal pin Dense woody cover

Pt SC-684_9 eastbigbay2 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 10 N Precise count; 

in addition to 10 plants, I counted 13 others dried 

up leaves but chose not to count those; Some 

plants>50cm&<100cm; 2 were = 100cm in 90 cm 

of H2O

Plants growing near edge and deeper; Pond 

cypress, Redbay in H2O, with some dense 

younger trees; pines on edge of shore shading; 

dne

Overstory trees shading and 

woody encroachment

Pt SC-684_11 eastbigbay3 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 8 N

8 plants along 8m of pond edge, all in water up to 

50 cm H2O

Shaded by Redbay, Oaks, Pond cypress with 

some Myrica too much shading...

Pt SC-684_16 eastbigbay4 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 16 N Precise count; 

Most plants under 50 cm with a few up to 60 cm; 

11 plants in deep pine litter on land edge & 5 

plants in H2O, in approximate 4x4m area

Dense Loblolly on shore with Water Oak, 

Redbay

Too much shading & litter too 

heavy

Pt SC-684_6 Honey hill west 2 SC-684 2020-09-28 LIME7 1 N 1 plant in a few inches of water Dense Litter and shade; on edge of depression too much shade / competition

Pt SC-684_10 eastbigbay1 SC-684 2020-09-30 LIME7 6 N Precise count; 

Pondberry population: Honeyhill Limesinks Total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 3291

Pondberry population 6: Whiddon Bay (1 occurrence)

poly SC-4012 Whiddon bay SC-4012 2020-11-06 LIME7 486 N

Precise count; Updated polygon 

(2020) to include a larger area where 

plants were found. 

Almost all plants above water edge; many 

small plants in more open areas & under 

shrubs but some >0.5m when competing in 

dense Lyonia etc.;plants on drier part of 

landscape compared to other sites

Open areas w/ scattered w/ dominant 

Loblolly+Oaks w Cypress edges w/ 

sweetgum saplings,Andropogons(incl 

A.cretaceus), Carex,;& areas of 

impenetrable mid&understory 

Sweetgum,Lyonia,IlexGlabra,Clethra with 

LIME7 persisting underneath

The encroachment of Lyonia 

etc. schrub layer; 

TOTAL of 6 Pondberry populations TOTAL# OF PLANTS 45639

Oxypolis canbyi, Canby's Dropwort, Occurrence and Population Summary:Each occurrence  is a poplulation

Pt 0123_OXCA2 Echaw new dropwort none 2020-05-30 OXCA2 0  

planted 13 may 2015 (Feature level 

metadata::: Data source: 02; Juno 

Series S; Avg. Accuracy at 68% 

confidence in meters: 2.7) no plants 

found August 2019  

Deeply flooded Bald Cypress depression 

with Stylisma aquatica flooding, hogs

Pt

SC-

9556_0169_OXCA2

joel site replanted by 

glitzenstein SC-9556 2020-05-30 OXCA2 0  

This site was mapped as polygon in 

2015 but most recent (prior to 2020) it 

was mapped as point in 2016, 

representing the same location;  

shallow depression with Rhexia aristosa ; 

significant hog damage; hogs
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Pt SC-8165 Tibwin Bay SC-8165 2020-10-05 OXCA2 0  

3 hour search, no plants; rare 

associates present include Rhexia 

aristosa (mostly in open section with 

Aristida palustris),Rhynchospora 

harperi  

AFter a few recent fires, habitat has 

improved but O.canbyi has not returned; 

during period of no fires,previous dense 

woody competition may have contributed to 

the loss of O.canbyi

woody competition & hog 

activity

Canby's dropwort population total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 0

Schwalbea americana  Occurrence and Population Summary

American chaffseed population 1: French Quarter Ck Rd

poly SC-136 French Quarter Creek N SC-136 2020-05-30 SCAM 3  French Quarter site burned in 2020 3 flowering; all 3 were planted pine flatwoods  

poly SC-136_1 French Quarter Creek S SC-136 2020-05-30 SCAM 3  French Quarter site burned in 2020

2 flowering; 2 original survivors, 1 of which 

flowered; 1 planted, flowering pine flatwoods  

American chaffseed: French Quarter Ck Rd total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 6

American chaffseed population 2: Halfway Creek Rd

poly SC-2669_1 HalfwayCkRd_North SC-2669 2020-05-29 SCAM 7 N  1 flowering pine flatwoods  

poly SC-2669_2

HalfwayCkRd_SouthBig_by 

Road SC-2669 2020-05-29 SCAM 440 N  

60 flowering; plants mostly along road edge, plow 

lines but scattered  elsewhere pine flatwoods  

poly SC-2669_3

HalfwayCkRd_SouthBig_behind 

Pond SC-2669 2020-05-29 SCAM 307 N  28 flowering pine flatwoods

high overstory cover, thick litter 

& patchy dense shrub layer

poly SC-2669_4 HalfwayCkRd_Hiking Trail SC-2669 2020-05-29 SCAM 3 N  none flowering pine flatwoods

High canopy cover/thick litter, 

not enough fire;see Dellingers 

2018 comment on fire exclusion

Pt SC-2669 HalfwayCreek_NW pt SC-6277 2020-05-29 SCAM 1 N

Found 1 plant near road; gps'd location 

of plant 1 flower  ROW maintenance

American chaffseed: Halfway Creek Rd total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 758

American chaffseed population 3: Harleston Dam 

poly SC-8428_planted Harleston Dam-Planted SC-2669 2020-05-29 SCAM 1 N

Saw many flags where plants had been 

planted but only 1 found 1 flowering pine flatwoods Hog damage observed

Pt SC-8428_orig Harleston Dam Original SC-8428 2020-05-29 SCAM 2 N

IN 2019 Dellinger incidentally found 2 

plants on the opposite side of the road 

from the planted site; these 2 plants were 

growing on a site where Schwalbea was 

originally 1 flower Roadside/Pine Flatwoods edge ROW maintenance

American chaffseed: Harleston Dam total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 3

American chaffseed population 4:  Lethcoe

poly SC-4273_2 NewLethco2020 SC-4273 2020-05-28 SCAM 5 N Lethcoe burned in 2020 prior to survey 3 flowering pine flatwoods  

poly SC-4273 Lethcoe Original SC-4273 2020-05-28 SCAM 5 N Lethcoe burned in 2020 prior to survey 2 flowering Good quality pine flatwoods

American chaffseed: Lethco total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 10

American chaffseed population 5 & 6 historical:  SC402 & SC41 South

Pt SC-3917 SC 402 Historical SC-3917 2020-05-30 SCAM 0  Last seen: 2004    

Pt SC-7240 SC41 South Historical SC-7240 2020-10-30 SCAM 0

In 2020, I recorded gps point in between 

"Do Not Mow" signs, based on 

Glitzenstein's knowledge of location of 

this EO. The very general & inaccurate 

original pt is 0.1 mi N of do not mow 

signs.

"No plants observed since 2004" according to 

2010 record; Richard Porcher first observed 

plants. Glitzenstein saw plants in past years & last 

checked the site late May 2020, no plants.

After 'Do Not Mow' signs were installed, 

Glitzenstein saw plants there for a few years 

but have not seen plants there since. In 2020, 

a gps point was created between 'do not mow' 

signs.

American chaffseed: Total of 2 populations TOTAL# OF PLANTS 0

American chaffseed population 7: Witherbee Rd
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poly SC-6277_1 Witherbee little hellhole SC-6277 2020-05-29 SCAM 10 N

All Witherbee Rd sites were impacted by 

herbicide application in 2020 3 in flower pine flatwoods Roadside Herbicide

poly SC-6277_2 Witherbee across from 6277_1 SC-6277 2020-05-30 SCAM 0  

All Witherbee Rd sites were impacted by 

herbicide application in 2020 None found pine flatwoods Roadside Herbicide

poly SC-3244 Witherbee3 SC-3244 2020-05-28 SCAM 5 N

All Witherbee Rd sites were impacted by 

herbicide application in 2020 5, none flowering pine flatwoods Roadside Herbicide

poly SC-3244-1 Witherbee NW of logging Rd SC-3244 2020-05-28 SCAM 9 N

All Witherbee Rd sites were impacted by 

herbicide application in 2020 4 of 9 flowering pine flatwoods Roadside Herbicide

poly SC-3244-2

Witherbee SE of logging Rd 

(former plantation) SC-3244 2020-05-28 SCAM 11 N

All Witherbee Rd sites were impacted by 

herbicide application in 2020 None flowering pine flatwoods Roadside Herbicide

Pt SC-6277_3 Witherbee Roys planted SC-6277 2020-05-30 SCAM 3 N

Jeff Glitzenstein planted these around 

year 2000; stock came from nearby 

Witherbee Rd sites 6277-1 0 in flower   

Pt SC-6277_4

Witherbee plowline across from 

Roys SC-6277 2020-05-30 SCAM 2 N

Found 2 small plants (non-flowering) and 

5 flags; 0 in flower  ROW maintenance

American chaffseed: Witherbee Rd Total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 40

American chaffseed population 8: Ballfield planted

poly C0192_SCAM_2 Ballfield North (small) Planted 2020-05-30 SCAM 6 N  

No plants flowering; Source of plants -"56 plugs 

reintroduced in February, 2018 using Ballfield 

Seed Source."  Hogs

poly C0192_SCAM_1 Ballfield (Big) Planted 2020-05-30 SCAM 11 N Planted April 2019 3 flowering  Hogs

American chaffseed: Ballfield Total TOTAL# OF PLANTS 17

TOTAL of 8 American chaffseed populations TOTAL# OF PLANTS 834
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